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Shape memory alloy (SMAs) can produce large recoverable deformations triggered by stress in a 
response known as superelasticity. This response has been shown to limit the damage sustained by 
the structure from adverse event such as earthquakes and have been considered in a range of civil 
engineering applications. The most widespread SMA candidate for such applications is the NiTi 
SMA, which is cost-prohibitive for large scale applications. Instead, a low-cost and easily 
processed iron-based SMA is provides a more suitable alternative in structural applications. 
Furthermore, the Fe-SMA shows an interesting meta-magnetic shape memory response, where a 
change in induced magnetization of the material occurs from applied stress and can be easily 
detected using commercial magnetometers. This property can be harnessed to create a method to 
monitor the stresses and strains on structural systems with Fe-SMAs remotely and in a non-
destructive fashion. The combination of these properties enables a new kind of structural health 
monitoring framework where the load-bearing and sensing elements are the same and quantitative 
information could be collected in real-time with simple instruments.  
The goal of the project is to create large dimension Fe-SMA rods and that are suitable for structural 
and transportation applications and determine the maximum part size. To accomplish this 2mm 
and 4.6 mm dimeter Fe-SMA rods were fabricated through extrusion. Abnormal grain growth heat 
treatments were performed, and detailed microstructural characterizations were performed using 
optical microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction techniques (EBSD). Abnormal grain 
growth heat treatments results in large bamboo like morphology which is important for obtaining 
an excellent superelastic response for Fe-SMAs. Experimental results showed that maximum part 
size for Fe-SMAs can be increased up to 4.6 mm using abnormal grain growth heat treatments. 
Bulk-Fe-SMA rods and cables that are capable of sustaining high stress and elongation. Optimal 
configuration of rods and sensors were computationally determined through combined magnetic-
mechanical modeling and validated through experiments.  
This work leverages past successes in the analysis and design of shape memory components to 
consider for the first time the magneto-mechanical response of 1-D and 2-D architectures formed 
from Fe-SMA wires and rods as embedded in structural matrix appropriate for transportation 
infrastructure. Through a combined approach of physics-based modeling, optimization and 
materials design, this research achieves advantageous mechanical properties and self-monitoring 
capabilities in a single material for transportation structures. The developed multifunctional 
composites are expected transform the design, construction, and rehabilitation of infrastructure 
systems. Additionally, the project will define a viable path for technology transfer by establishing 




Common seismic detection in transportation structures include reinforced concreate design that 
are capable of dissipating energy through inelastic deformation. Although these design concepts 
improve the ductility of the structure, they usually suffer from concrete cracking or support beam 
separation due to displacement incompatibility between seismic frame and the structure. One of 
the main drawbacks of this design strategy is significant post-event damage. This problem poses a 
great challenge to transportation infrastructures after natural disasters such as earthquakes or 
hurricanes, since undetected damages after these events increases the uncertainty of the structure. 
As a result, potential public treat becomes much more serious in these structures than visibly 
damaged ones. Moreover, damage assessment of bridges, roadways and other transportation 
structures can be very time-consuming and delay their reoperation. Therefore, there is a need for 
next generation structures with innovative strategies to assess the structural integrity and detect 
hidden damages after natural disasters. One of the potential solutions to overcome this problem is 
integrating multifunctional materials to transportation structures. Smart materials can provide 
simultaneous sensing capabilities with simplified designs, reduced material use and less 
manufacturing complexity.  
Shape memory materials (SMA) with superelastic properties can recover large deformations 
triggered by change in stress. Since the loading and unloading paths do not coincide, a hysteresis 
loop occurs, which signifies energy dissipation. Due to these unique properties, superelastic SMAs 
materials have been considered in wide range of civil engineering applications, such as bracing 
systems (1, 2) connectors (3), and concreate reinforcement (4-6). As a result, the damage sustained 
by the structure from adverse events have been decreased and crack propagation has been 
prevented. Current candidate for such applications is a very well-known NiTi-based alloy called 
‘Nitinol’. However, NiTi alloys are expensive, are difficult to process and weld at large scales, 
have a limited range of operating temperatures and limited fatigue resistance (7-9). Also, since 
NiTi SMAs have mainly been used in medical applications, there is an overall lack of supply in 
SMAs in large sizes and volumes. The recent discovery of inexpensive Fe-SMAs (10-15) that have 
superelasticity and energy dissipation similar to NiTi but with good workability and a 
cost/weldability on par with advanced high strength steels. Additionally, Fe-SMAs possess 
interesting meta-magnetic response where significant change in magnetic properties occur during 
superelasticity. This property can be used to remotely detect internal stresses in the infrastructure 
and convert them into measurable signal using commercial magnetometers. A new kind of 
structural health monitoring framework can be integrated into current infrastructures that allows 
continuous assessment of structural integrity throughout the life of the part. 
However, adoption of the technology is slowed by two technical barriers. First, the size of useful 
parts in transportation structures is often large and the geometry diverse. The properties are the Fe-
SMAs are sensitive to part size in that the grain size of the material, which can be grown to several 
inches, should exceed the smallest dimension of the part. However, the maximum grain size, and 
thus maximum possible dimension of the part is currently unknown. Second, the information 
resolution and accuracy of the magnetic sensing property is not yet known, and the optimal 
configuration of sensor and structural components has not been determined. This project aims to 
overcome both barrier through a combined experiment-modeling validation approach to 
simultaneously achieve advantageous mechanical properties and structural health monitoring 
capabilities in a single multifunctional material. The developed multifunctional technology will 
enable damage detection, limit progressive damage, extend service life and provide re-centering 
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capabilities. As a result, structural performance, durability, sustainability, and resiliency of the 
structure will be increased. Furthermore, the project will cultivate the awareness and expertise in 
the technology through workforce development and outreach activities and will define a viable 





The objective of this research is to design and characterize multifunctional materials, in particular 
inexpensive shape memory alloys, for transportation structures that possess excellent mechanical 
properties and self-sensing capabilities for strengthening and health monitoring. The system 
exploits unique properties of recently developed low-cost superelastic FeMnAlNi shape memory 
alloys (SMAs), which shows temperature invariant superelastic properties, high strength and self-
sensing in structural health monitoring. In this project, large dimension Fe-SMA rods and that are 
suitable for structural and transportation applications are created and maximum part size is 
determined. It will be demonstrated that bulk Fe-SMA rods and cables that are capable of 
sustaining high stress and elongation. Optimal configuration of rods and sensors are 
computationally determined through combined magnetic-mechanical modeling and validated 
through experiments. For the implementation phase of the project, we will show that the strain in 
large size Fe-SMA directly correlates with changes in its magnetic response. The research 
addresses the following research tasks: 
Design, fabrication and characterization (Technical): 
● Design topology and configuration of bulk Fe-SMA rods and cables in cementitious 
composites for optimal magnetic sensing capabilities. 
● Determine maximum Fe-SMA component size through microstructural characterization 
and validation experiments. 
Demonstration of structural health monitoring capability (Implementation): 
● Demonstration of self-assessing capabilities in a realistic infrastructure system. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1. Fe-based Shape Memory Alloys 
With increasing demand for better infrastructural performance, “smart materials” have received 
considerable attention. A particularly appealing and interesting class of smart materials is shape 
memory alloys (SMAs), which can “remember” their original shape upon being deformed as a 
result of solid-to-solid phase transformations. Superelastic SMAs can recover large deformations 
(up to 7–8% strain) upon unloading without the help of any external stimuli. Due to their excellent 
passive re-centering and good energy absorbing capabilities, the superelastic SMAs have been 
considered in a wide range of applications in civil engineering and structural applications (2, 16-
24). Commercially available SMAs such as nickel-titanium (NiTi) alloys show excellent 
superelastic properties, but they are expensive, difficult to process and weld at large scales, and 
have limited range of operating temperatures and limited fatigue resistance (7-9). Recently, 
inexpensive FeMnAlNi SMA have been developed showing large full-recoverable superelasticity 
at room temperature and high strength (exceeding 1 GPa). Specifically, the recent introduction of 
a magnetic Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 (FMAN) SMA (12-14, 25) has provided solution to the poor 
load-bearing capabilities in magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMAs). This material demonstrates 
a combination of meta-magnetic shape memory effect and robust mechanical properties suitable 
for structural applications. 
The PI has successfully produced the material in polycrystalline form and demonstrated tensile 
strength over 800 MPa and ductility exceeding 10% strain, making it one of the first MSMAs 
capable of exhibiting simultaneous self-sensing and self-centering when applied in an 
infrastructure system (12). The FeMnAlNi SMA, in particular, also shows an intriguingly wide 
temperature range from -196°C to 240°C where superelasticity can be observed, compared to an 
approximate range between -20°C and 80°C in conventional NiTi SMAs (10). This is crucial, 
especially in infrastructures in regions with extreme climates, which require a stable superelastic 
response over a broad temperature range. In other words, capabilities of the material will remain 
unaffected by the ambient temperature, and the technology can be used without modifications in 
both very hot and very cold climates. The PI has performed systematic studies on the processing 
and physical metallurgy aspects of the Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 SMA and have published a number of 
papers on these topics (11, 13-15, 25-28). Through a combination of precipitation hardening and 
grain size control techniques developed by the PI (15, 28). We have demonstrated high-strength 
FMAN polycrystalline wires showing large and fully reversible superelastic strains near 7%. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the superelastic response of a FMAN wire with wires made of a conventional NiTi (31) and 
CuAlMn (32) alloys. 
Figure 1 shows the stress-strain response of a FMAN wire with 24 hour precipitation heat treatment 
at 200 °C. Compared to a conventionally processed nickel-rich NiTi superelastic alloy, the FMAN 
SMA shows a similar strength level and comparable level of transformation strain and energy 
dissipation (stress hysteresis) while exhibiting somewhat higher initial stiffness. On the other hand, 
both FMAN and NiTi are significantly stronger than CuAlMn SMAs, and possess the ability to 
dissipate larger amount of energy per cycle. It is worth noting that the transformation stress level 
of the FMAN SMA can be easily increased or decreased by changing duration of the precipitation 
heat treatment at 200 °C. For example, the 24-hour heat-treated case shown in Figure 1 produces 
a high transformation stress of 520 MPa. However, a lower transformation level may be desired in 
order to allow the self-centering response to trigger at lower deformation levels, for example where 
a transformation stress level of 400 MPa is obtained when the heat treatment at 200 °C is shortened 
to 3 hours.  
To achieve reversible superelasticity, grain size of an FMAN alloy should be comparable to or 
larger than the smallest sample dimension. The PI has reported the techniques necessary for 
controlling the grain size of the material as shown in Figure 2; here, a number of heating/cooling 
cycles from 1200 °C to room temperature are repeated before the precipitation heat treatment, and 
the grain size obtained increases monotonically with the number of cycles (29). With this heat 4 
treatment, grain sizes larger than 7 mm can be achieved. Figure 2 shows the grain size in wires/rods 
with various diameters after five heat treatment cycles. In any case, a bamboo-like grain structure 
is observed when the cross section of the wire contains only one grain, where the wire is a series 
of single crystals akin to a string of pearls and the grain boundary is minimized. The bamboo-like 
grain morphology, or oligocrystalinity, is important for obtaining an excellent superelastic 
response for the FMAN material. 
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Figure 2. Electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) map of FMAN samples of 0.5-mm-diameter wire (top) and 2-mm-
diameter wire (center), where a grain size exceeding 10 mm can be found; the same technique has been shown in a 
CuAlMn alloy (bottom) to obtain a grain size exceeding 200 mm (33). 
3.2. Magnetic Structural Sensing 
Recently, Magnetic SMAs (MSMAs) have emerged as an interesting extension to SMAs due to 
their capability of coupling magnetic and electrical energy to thermal and mechanical energy and 
vice versa.  MSMAs allow magnetic field to be used in place of temperature or stress, generating 
a wide range of new possibilities such as magnetic-field induced shape change, power generation 
through mechanical deformation, and magnetic heating or cooling due to giant magnetocaloric 
effect (30-39). There are two possible mechanisms for obtaining the above functionalities in 
MSMAs. The first involves the field and stress-induced reorientation of martensite variants. If the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) of a magnetic field-favored martensite variant is 
larger than the energy required for twin boundary motion, that variant will grow at the expense of 
others, resulting in a magnetic field-induced strain (MFIS). However, the robustness of the 
mechanism is limited by low actuation stress levels of usually less than 5 MPa (32-34,38-41), 
which precludes the material from any type of load-bearing applications. In addition, the properties 
are highly dependent on crystallographic orientation. Thus, the mechanism is limited only to single 
crystals as it is quite difficult to stimulate the mechanism in polycrystals. The high cost of single 
crystals and low actuation work outputs restrict the potential applications of MSMAs utilizing 
field-induced variant orientation. 
The second mechanism for realizing MFIS in MSMAs is the magnetic field-induced martensitic 
phase transformation. In this case, the austenite and martensite phase have different magnetic 
characteristics, expressed in different levels of induced magnetization under external field.  At the 
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same time, they are also capable of conventional superelasticity through stress-induced phase 
transformation. Although these “meta-magnetic SMAs” demonstrate impressive properties, their 
most important drawback is their extreme brittleness in the polycrystalline state.  The most heavily 
studied meta-magnetic SMAs based on the NiMn system have essentially zero tensile ductility in 
the solution-treated state. The brittleness in tension was attributed to intergranular failure caused 
by stress concentration at and weakness of the grain boundaries (41) due to the inherent disparity 
between the bonding strength of atoms across grain boundaries and atoms inside of a grain.  Studies 
have been conducted in order to improve grain boundary toughness by including alloying such as 
with boron to improve cohesiveness, using grain refinement to limit crack propagation, and 
introduction of special texture to reduce stress concentration and improve compatibility (42-44). 
Although some improvement has been observed, the mechanical properties of such materials 
remain unfit for structural applications.   
The recent introduction of a magnetic Fe43.5Mn34Al15Ni7.5 SMA (FMAN) (12-14) has provided 
solution to the poor load-bearing capabilities in MSMAs. This material demonstrates a 
combination of meta-magnetic shape memory effect and robust mechanical properties suitable for 
structural applications.  The co-PI has successfully produced the material in polycrystalline form 
and demonstrated tensile strength over 800 MPa and ductility exceeding 10% strain, making it one 
of the first MSMAs capable of simultaneous self-sensing and self-centering when applied in an 
infrastructure system (15).     
FeMnAlNi SMA demonstrates the meta-magnetic shape memory behavior: Figure 3(a) shows the 
relationship between applied strain on the FeMnAlNi wire and the maximum magnetization. A 
biasing magnetic field of 500 gauss was applied through a permanent magnetic on the FeMnNiAl 
wire by adjusting the strength of the magnet and the distance between the magnet and the wire. 
The magnetic signal was monitored using a thin film magnetometer (Xtrinsic MAG3110) typically 
found in smartphones. When the composite was pulled in tension and stress-induced phase 
transformation occurred, the maximum measured magnetization was altered as the martensite 
phase, which has a different magnetic character from the austenite, is formed. When the material 
was unloaded, the magnetization returned to the initial values as martensite reverted back to 
austenite. This means that the change in magnetization can be directly correlated with strain in the 
wire. The time history comparison of the magnetization changes during the cyclic load-unloading 
process is shown in Figure 3(b). 
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Figure 3. (a) Magneto-mechanical response of FMAN wire with 3 hour precipitation heat treatment: the red dots above 
stress-strain curve shows the maximum magnetization in the wire measured at a given applied strain level, and (b) time 
history comparison of magnetization and strain during loading cycles of part a. 
The use of magnetic sensing for non-destructive evaluation represents an inherently 
multidisciplinary research area with respect to both the analysis and experimental domain. The 
analysis of phase transforming wires embedded in a concrete structure for the generation of a 
magnetic signal requires a strong understanding of the solid mechanics of the concrete-wire 
interface, the use of external magnetic sensing (and thus related work with metrology sensitivities, 
probe placement, and specimen size), and the ability to translate magnetic signals into internal 
stress fields. Work on monitoring steel corrosion has proven magnetic sensing a viable method of 
non-destructive evaluation of similar structures, with obtained magnetic signals shown to be 
significantly strong as compared the background noise present in the system (45). This work also 
proposes Giant Magneto-Resistive (GMR) sensors, which measure magnetic field strength, as a 
possible magnetic sensor for non-destructive evaluation of internal steel bars due to low power 
consumption and a wide sensing range. As for interpreting the detected magnetic fields, 
computational work has been previously done by Hartl and coworkers to transform signals 
generated from distributions of distinct embedded SMA domains into internal continuous stress 
fields (29). The success of the current work requires the development of computational models 
and experimental work to integrate these previous and current developments into a robust model, 
with the experimental results correlated to FEA models, leveraging previous FEA and 




In this section, three main methodologies to accomplish project objectives are discussed in detail. 
In order to fabricate large diameter rods of Fe-SMAs, detailed thermomechanical processing steps 
required to produce polycrystalline alloy is reported. Methods to induce abnormal grain growth to 
eliminate grain boundary constrains are explained. To characterize mechanical behavior of the 
wires and cables, new grip designs are demonstrated. Finally, programs used for modelling the 
theoretical framework for the magnetostatic modelling are explained. 
4.1. Description of Materials 
Materials used in this work is a Fe-SMA alloy with a nominal composition of Fe-34%Mn-15%Al-
7.5%Ni at.%. In the following sections, thermomechanical processing and abnormal grain growth 
methods are explained in detail to fabricate superelastic Fe-SMA rods. 
4.2. Procedures 
4.2.1. Fabrication of Large Diameter Rods 
One of the main goals of the project is to create large-dimension FMAN rods that are suitable for 
structural applications. In this study, a rod with 5.5 mm diameter is initially fabricated.  
FeMnAlNi bars are first fabricated through vacuum induction melting. 31.7 mm diameter as cast 
rod is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4. Vacuum induction melted as cast FeMnAlNi alloy. 
As cast alloy bar is solution heat treated at 1200°C for 4 hours. Solution heat treated bar is then 
hot extruded to 5.5 mm rod. Hot extrusion temperature is chosen as 900°C. This temperature 
creates soft γ second phases in the material that facilitates extrusion process. FeMnAlNi bar after 
hot extrusion is shown in Figure 5. Cross section view of the rod (Figure 5b) shows 5.5 mm 
diameter FeMnAlNi bar with a steel can around it. 
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Figure 5. (a) Hot extruded FeMnAlNi bar. (b) Final diameter (5.5 mm) of the extruded bar. 
After extrusion, FeMnAlNi bar is cut into 70 mm long specimens and the steel can around the bar 
is removed by machining. Two different specimens are prepared with a final diameter of 4 and 5 
mm for abnormal grain growth experiments. 
4.2.2. Abnormal Grain Growth Heat Treatments 
Fe-based shape memory alloys usually suffer from large elastic and transformation strain 
anisotropy. This leads to high internal stresses between grains with large orientation mismatches 
during martensitic transformation. Additionally, limited number of martensite variants in Fe-based 
systems inhibits strain accommodation at the grain boundaries and intergranular fracture occurs 
before the transformation is complete. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate grain boundary 
constraints, triple junctions to obtain good super-elasticity. In order to eliminate these constraints, 
grain size of the material has to be coarse, perpendicular to the rod axis and span the cross section 
of the wire. The authors have developed a simple technique to obtain large grain size through 
abnormal grain growth. 
A specimen with dimensions of 2 to 4.6 mm in diameter and 70 mm long is encapsulated under 
inert argon atmosphere using quartz tube. In order to prevent any reaction with the quartz tube, 
specimens are wrapped with Molybdenum sheet. A series of cyclic heat treatments are performed 
between 1200°C and room temperature (two phase region) in order to achieve abnormal grains 
that is required for superelasticity (Figure 6). This heat treatment cycle was repeated for 5 times. 
Following this, sample is solution heat treated at 1300°C for 30min and quenched in water. 




Figure 6. Thermal cycling process for grain growth in Fe-34Mn-15Al-7.5Ni (at. %) alloy. Cycling between single phase 
and two-phase region promotes grain growth. 
After heat treatments, sample is cut using Electric Discharge Machining. One side of the sample 
is prepared for microstructural investigations and grinded using 400, 800 and 1200 grit paper, 
respectively. Afterwards, specimen is vibratory polished and prepared for detailed microstructural 
investigations. The FeMnAlNi bar with 5mm diameter after abnormal grain growth is shown in 
Figure 7.  
 
Figure 7. FeMnAlNi bar with 4.6 mm diameter subjected to abnormal grain growth heat treatment between 1200°C and 
room temperature. 
4.2.3. Sample Preparation 
Sample preparations for microstructural characterization were done as follows: 
1. 2 mm diameter Fe-SMA cables were set with epoxy prior to grinding 
2. 4.6 mm diameter rods cut into half prior to grinding. 
3. All samples were grinded using a SiC paper to 180, 320, 400, 600, 800, 1000 and 1200 
grits. 
4. After grinding, samples were polished with 6-, 3-, 1-, 0.25- and 0.1-micron diamond 
suspension. 
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5. Samples were vibratory polished using colloidal silica. 
6. After polishing, samples were cleaned using acetone and alcohol. 
4.3. Apparatus/Equipment Used 
In this section, microstructural cauterization tools that is used to investigate grain size and 
orientation of the large diameter Fe-SMA rods are explained. In order to test large diameter cables, 
current tensile testing grips were redesigned to improve the contact force and prevent slipping 
during testing. In this section, apparatus design methodologies are explained in detail.  
4.3.1. Microstructural Characterization 
Microstructural investigations are performed using optical microscopy and electron backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD) technique. Grain size, morphology, phases and crystal orientations were 
determined through microstructural investigations.  
4.3.2. Mechanical Testing 
In order to measure the change in magnetic behavior of the large dimension Fe-SMA rods and 
validate simulation efforts, rod testing grips and an attachment for measuring magnetic changes in 
the braided cables are developed. 
Nonmagnetic Grip Design for Tensile Testing of Large Diameter Fe-SMA Rods: A custom 
made nonmagnetic grips are needed to examine the superelastic response of large diameter Fe-
SMA rods. Collet type grips are advantageous to test large size rods since the collet inner diameter 
can easily be adjusted to different sizes. Figure 8 shows an example of collets with different inner 
diameters. 
 
Figure 8. Example collets with different inner diameters. 
For testing 2 mm diameter Fe-SMA rods, a custom-made grip with a 2 mm ER-16 type collet type 
is designed with SolidWorks (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9. 3D SolidWorks design of the grips with collets. 
Custom made grip consist of three parts: 
1. Collet: ER-16 type collet with an inner diameter of 2 mm. It is made out of nonmagnetic 
Inconel alloy. 
2. Collet nut: After the sample is inserted inside the collet, this part tightens the collet and 
helps to provide grip for the sample. It is made out of nonmagnetic Inconel alloy. 
3. Base: Base part connects the collet grip into the MTS tension frame rods. It is made out of 
nonmagnetic Inconel alloy. 
Two crucial factors were taken into consideration when the material selection is made; strength 
and magnetic property. The grip material has to be strong enough to withstand the forces during 
superelastic testing of large size Fe-SMA rods. The grip materials magnetic permeability has to be 
close to zero to eliminate magnetic interference.  Inconel alloy was chosen as a grip material since 
it provides both strength and nonmagnetic behavior.  
So far collet nut and base part of the grips were fabricated using Inconel alloy. Collet part of the 
grip is still in production. 3D SolidWorks model of the testing setup and the experimental setup 
for measuring mechanical and magnetic properties of the large diameter Fe-SMA rods are shown 




Figure 10. (a) 3D SolidWorks model of the testing setup and (b) experimental setup for measuring magnetic properties of 
the large diameter Fe-Mn-Al-Ni rods under stress at room temperature. 
The attachment contains two rails that can hold the magnetic hall sensor and a biasing magnet at 
different configurations. The rails allow the sensor and magnet to change their distance 
horizontally from the wire/cable being tested. The attachment also has the capability to move in 
the vertical axis. Since the location of the nucleation of the transformation is unknown, vertical 
movement of the test setup allows scan the rod and characterize location of the martensitic 
transformation. 
In the final setup, a Lakeshore Cryogenics HGT-3010 hall sensor was used. The sensor was 
delivered along with calibration data provided by Lakeshore. This calibration data was loaded on 
the hall sensor’s cable before being used for testing. The sensor was used in conjunction with a 
Lakeshore model 460 3 channel gauss meter. 
4.4. Software Programs Used 
4.4.1. 3D Modelling Design 
In this study, 3D Modelling designs are prepared using SolidWorks.  
4.4.2. Magneto-Static Modelling 
The framework was built in COMSOL Multiphysics (a cross-platform finite element software to 
solve coupled systems of partial differential equations) to model the magnetic field for a variety 
of geometries. In the single rod model, the rod is partitioned along the length of the wire into 
axisymmetric segments, each with a controllable magnetic permeability and size. The local 
magnetic permeabilities of the rod are inputs using the known magnetic permeability of each 
martensite volume fraction calculated by the Abaqus structural model.  
The rods modeled in COMSOL are constructed using a single rod. In a single, large rod the flux 
remains fairly constant across the cross-section, For Fe-SMA rods, a change in magnetic 
permeability would affect the magnetic flux down the rod in addition to near the local phase 
transformation. 
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5. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
This section discusses the results for the fabrication of large-dimension Fe-SMA rods that are 
suitable for structural applications and demonstrates the comparable properties to those shown in 
the wires in first year project. When the dimensions are increased, the total internal length of the 
grain boundaries should be minimized in the FMAN alloys to minimize the unrecovered strain. 
The goal of the section 5.1 is to determine maximum component size where a bamboo-like 
oligocrystalline structure still can be obtained.  
5.1. Microstructural Characterization of Large-Diameter Fe-SMA Rods 
Large sized Fe-SMA rods were extruded from as cast billets. Abnormal grain growth heat 
treatments were applied to generate necessary microstructure for superelasticity.  
The microstructure of the fabricated large diameter rods was investigated with optical microscopy 
and electron back scatter diffraction techniques (EBSD).  
Microstructure of the 2mm Fe-SMA cable is shown in Figure 11b. Upper map in Figure 11b 
represents the EBSD crystallographic orientation map of the grains in drawing direction. Bottom 
map in the Figure 11b represents the EBSD phase map. Blue color and the yellow color in the 
phase map correspond to austenite and martensite phases respectively.  
Orientation map analysis of the austenite matrix in Figure 10 indicates that the 2 mm diameter 
wire does not have a strong [011] texture which is typical for small diameter (0.5mm) Fe-SMA. 
The orientation of the grains in 2mm diameter wires  in the drawing direction (IPFX) start to vary 
from the [011] direction and grain orientations close to the [111] direction are observed. They have 
mixture of [011] and [111] oriented grains as shown as green and blue colors in Figure 10. 
According to the theoretical calculations on the orientation effect on superelasticity FeMnAlNi 
alloys with [011] direction are expected to transform 10%. This has also been shown 
experimentally in our previous work where [011] textured wires transformed 6.7% when aged at 
200ºC for 24h. On the other hand [111] oriented grains are expected transform 4%. Therefore 
superelastic response of the 2mm wires are expected to have a superelastic strain between 10% 
and 4%.  
 
Figure 11. a) Digital image of the 2 mm diameter Fe-Mn-Al-Ni alloy bar with a bamboo structure. b) EBSD orientation 
mapping of 2 mm Fe-Mn-Al-Ni alloy after AGG. The colors represent the crystal directions parallel to the drawing 
direction (IPFX) given in the stereographic triangle. Phase map showing the phases present in the microstructure after 
solution heat treatment. Yellow and blue colors represent martensite and austenite phases respectively. 
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In FeMnAlNi alloys, the grain size to diameter ratio (d/D) is an important parameter and has to be 
larger than 1 in order to obtain recoverable superelasticity. 
Microstructural analysis showed that 2mm wire consist of large abnormal grains and triple 
junctions were eliminated. In the grain interiors quench-in martensite phases were observed. Grain 
boundaries are perpendicular to the wire axis and span across the wire diameter. The d/D ratio for 
this case is measured around 9.  
Figure 12 shows the microstructure of the 4.6 mm rods. Grain boundaries were indicated with a 
white dotted line in optical microscopy images. Similar to 2 mm diameter rods, abnormal grains 
were obtained in the 4.6 mm Fe-SMA rods. However, occasionally, small sized grains were found 
in the microstructure. Grain boundaries are indicated with a white dotted line in optical microscopy 
images in Figure 11b.  
 
Figure 12. a) OM image of 4.6 mm diameter Fe-Mn-Al-Ni SMA bar. (b) After AGG, grain boundaries span along the wire 
diameter. 
Grain boundaries were perpendicular to the wire axis and span across the wire diameter. On the 
other hand, small sized grains were found in the microstructure; however, their number density 
was low. EBSD orientation map shown in Figure 13c represents the crystal directions parallel to 
extrusion direction (IPFX). It is found that the orientation of the grains in 4.6 mm Fe-SMA rods 
was different than 2 mm diameter rods and 0.5 mm diameter wires. Unlike small diameter wires, 
strong texture was not present, and texture was random. This is expected because the wire drawing 
process usually results in strong fiber texture in alloys. 
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Figure 13. EBSD orientation mapping of the boundary. The colors represent the crystal directions parallel to extrusion 
direction (IPFX). 
Figure 14 shows the EBSD phase map of the 4.6 mm Fe-SMA rod where yellow color 
represents the martensite, and blue color represents the austenite phase. The results indicate that 
the microstructure contains a large amount of quench in martensite plates after solution heat 
treatment. Compositional differences caused by different thermomechanical history between wires 
and rod can be one possible reason for this increase in quench in martensite volume fraction.  
 
Figure 14. EBSD phase map of the 4.6 mm diameter Fe-SMA rod subjected to abnormal grain growth and solution heat 
treatment. 
5.2. Modelling and Optimization of Magnetic Sensing in Fe-SMAs 
This section discusses the results found by using the methods for structural and magnetic 
evaluation.  
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More in depth studies on the magnetic sensing and the sensor placement dependencies require a 
higher resolution model. The updates model, which accounts for different levels of martensitic 
transformation scripted in MATLAB is shown below in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Increased accuracy was gained for the testing the concrete material properties by adding a bottom face sensor. 
This also allows for standard ASTM strength modulus calculations to be used, since they rely on the bottom deflection to 
calculate the modulus of rupture in 3 point bend tests. 
The material properties are calculated using rule of mixtures based on previous austenite 
calibration curves shown last month and pulled from the structural model using current material 
parameters tested as shown in Figure 16. Testing results were improved using a bottom face sensor 
in addition to the previous testing setup, since the response of the material between the blocks top 
and bottom faces is no longer estimated and calculated, but directly measured. This allows for 
better calibration of the concrete material properties to be input into the structural model. 
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Figure 16. The model now partitions the wire into 5 mm lengths which match the average martensite volume fractions 
shown in the structural model. 
The new structural model results show a clear increase in stress induced martensite near the 
embedded crack, which extend to clearly delineated regions from 0-10 mm and from 10-15 mm in 
the structural model. These values led to the magneto-static model using 5 mm partitions to model 
the material magnetic properties determined in the structural model by the martensite volume 
fraction. The model and region on increased stress near the crack are shown in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. The crack tip stress concentration and subsequent loading and strain transform the SMA wire in the region 
near the crack. 
The resulting martensite volume fractions were then mapped to their respective partitions in the 
magneto-static model shown first. From the previous studies on same side sensing, it was 
determined that a sensor-magnet combination set a constant distance from each other moving down 
the length of the concrete block along the length of the wire was the most effective sensing method 
found. This encourages a wire closer to the surface, but that will limit the effectiveness of sensing, 
and may also diminish the change from a structural standpoint if the wire is too close to the surface. 
From here, a study was performed to determine the relationship between magnetic sensitivity and 
depth of the wire for a wire with the phase transformation showed above. The study was run for a 




Figure 18. As the distance the wire was embedded in the structure decreases, the effect the wire has on the magnetic field 
increases. 
This trade off proves to be very significant, but even the low changes in field strength are still 
significant with proper noise reduction for this case. The change at 15 mm is approximately 300 
μT, which is orders of magnitude larger than published Hall sensor probes with noise reduction 
circuits while also a larger change than the noise in cheap, standard hall probes available 
commercially, which is very encouraging. 
Work was done on the modeling project to accurately reproduce magnetic testing experimental 
results near large magnetic gradients to determine the proper geometric design and post-processing 
for comparing experimental to computational results. Previous computational results were 
magnetic flux densities at a specified location, but in reality, magnetic probes measure a total flux 
across a discrete active area, or surface before accounting for the total area to determine the average 
flux density. The addition of a meshed surface to simulate this active area was developed to mimic 
the actual hall sensor used in the experimental data, and a study was conducted to investigate the 
change under SMA transformation near the wire. A model of the transformation of an SMA wire 
under tensile loading was developed. The wire transforms grain by grain from austenite to 
martensite, with transformation originating at one of the wire grips, a point of increased stress. The 
overview of this simulation is shown below in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. The wire starts fully austenite, with grain by grain transformation occurring down the wire starting from the 
top of the wire, which is held by wire grips 
From here, a discrepancy between the typical far field magnetic trends and the close experimental 
results presented itself. While results previously shown for far field measurements suggested a 
transformation from austenite to martensite would lead to an increase in measured normal 
magnetic field strength, experimental data measured very close to the wire, as shown in Figure 19 
showed the opposite trend, with measured normal magnetic flux density decreasing as a result of 
the austenite to martensite transformation. This is shown in Figure 20, which shares the same black 
arrow pictured above. Thus, an investigation into the near field trends was performed. 
A model of the sensor active area was originally calculated by determining the magnetic flux 
density at a series of points on the face of the sensor, and geometrically averaged to determine an 
average magnetic flux density, as opposed to the single point data showed before. While more 
efficient and consistent, the single point data existed as a physical single solution for a single 
location, as opposed to an area average over a discrete surface, which requires geometric values 
for the hall probe. With these values to compare the experimental and computational results, the 
trends on different parts of the sensor face/active area were plotted to show how the average flux 
density has different trends near the wire depending on portion of the sensor face. These competing 
trends lead to the actual, measured response. At different locations on the sensor face, when the 
wire is very near, the flux density increases along the length of the wire. However, the wire also 
changes the normal direction of the magnetic flux, which is a stronger response farther away from 
the wire. The pointwise trends are shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 20. For a 1 mm distance between the wire and sensor, and 1 mm between the wire and magnet face. The wire has a 
0.25 mm radius. 
The results at these labeled points are shown in Figure 22. The trends from Figure 21 and Figure 
22 show a decrease in magnetic flux density along the axis of the wire and an increase in magnetic 




Figure 21. The results of these points under the previous configuration were all measured individually to determine the 
trends along the magnetic sensor face. 
redirects the magnetic field along its length. As such, the field very close to the wire strengthens 
when the wire is more magnetizable. However, the normal of the magnetic field is also redirected 
along the length of the wire, which is 90 degrees away from the normal of the sensor face, which 
decreases the measured magnetic flux density. The first trend only matters very close to the wire, 
so this trend, which is very strong for this specific configuration, had not been documented until 
this point. The latter trend, involving the change in the normal direction of the magnetic field, was 




Figure 22. The trends of normal magnetic flux density show an increase in locations aligned with the wire, and a decrease 
in locations no aligned with the wire. 
A visual comparison of Figure 22 would be to compare the magnetic flus density along the sensor 
face for both austenite and martensite. This is shown in Figure 23, and the same trends can be seen. 
The magnetic flux density decreases near the wire and along the wire axis but increases as the 
location moves away from this axis. 
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Figure 23. Visual comparison of Figure 21. 
Since the effects of the decrease become stronger the closer the sensor is to the wire, placing the 
sensor close to the wire will yield the experimental decrease seen in testing, while moving the 
sensor farther away will move the trend back to the previously seen increase due to the change in 
normal flux when the wire has a higher magnetic susceptibility.  
Moving the sensor closer (slightly under 0.5 mm) with a slightly larger distance between the 
magnet and wire yields the trend of a decrease in average measured normal magnetic flux density 
as seen experimentally. 
Work to correlate computational and experimental work concerning the magnetic sensing of Fe-
SMA transformation was conducted using via tensile loading of Fe-SMA wire. A model was 
developed to simulate a grain by grain transformation of a wire with large (4mm) grains along the 
wire, modeled as partitioned segments. A magnet was placed on one side of the wire, and a sensor 
on the other as shown in, and the sensor is modeled as a circular plane in the air domain of the 
same dimensions as the active area of the  experimental work co-linearly on this project. 
Other transformation patterns for grain by grain transformation were investigated, and a pattern 
emerged for sensing very close the wire under transformation. The center of the sensor was 
subjected to a decrease in magnetic flux density, while the edges of the sensor face saw an increase. 
The decrease near the center is a local change that was previously unexplored, while the increase 
is due to the global redirecting of the magnetic field by the magnetizable wire, the effects of which 
decrease as the wire loses magnetization by transforming from Austenite to Martensite.  
The wire transforms from Austenite to Martensite, causing a change in the measured magnetic flux 
density as shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. As the wire transforms from Austenite to Martensite (from left to right in the plot, the measured magnetic flux 






One of the main objectives of the project is to create large-dimension FMAN rods that are suitable 
for structural transportation applications. In the current work, fabrication and heat treatment 
parameters are determined for large Fe-SMAs are solution heat treated at 1200ºC and 
microstructure of the as cast alloy is prepared for extrusion. Temperature of the hot extrusion is 
chosen as 900ºC which creates, soft gamma phases in the microstructure. This soft phase facilitates 
the hot extrusion process. Extrusion process will produce Fe-SMA rods with desired shape. After 
hot extrusion at 900°C, FeMnAlNi rods are subjected to heat treatments that produces desired 
microstructure for superelasticity. In order to obtain superelastic response from Fe-SMA rods, it 
is crucial to have microstructures with coarse, bamboo grains. Therefore, abnormal grain growth 
methods are performed in the large sized-Fe-SMA rods. After heat treatments large diameter Fe-
SMA samples were prepared using mechanical grinding, diamond polishing and vibratory 
polishing for microstructural investigation.  Microstructure of the 2 mm and 4.6 mm diameter rods 
were characterized using optical microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction pattern images. 
Abnormal grains were observed in both samples. Grain boundary triple junctions were diminished 
in the microstructure. Grain size to wire diameter ratio is measured around 9 in large diameter Fe-
SMA rods, which is a necessary condition for recoverable superelastic response. These results 
have shown that the dimeter of the Fe-SMA rods can be increased up to 4.6mm. 
A custom made testing setup for measuring mechanical and magnetic response of the large sized 
Fe-SMA rods was designed using SolidWorks. Collet nut and base part of the setup was fabricated. 
The model to evaluate magnetic sensing has increased in efficiency by using suitable partitions 
based on the structural mechanics results, which have also increased accuracy based on the 
increased structural testing data. The model has now been used to determine proper sensing 
configurations and the use of different depth FeMnAlNi rods embedded into structures based on 
their magnetic disturbances in the field. Recreating magnetic testing results in the simulation 
framework to determine the observed phenomena involving the magnetic field gradients near a 
transforming Fe-SMA wire in an induced magnetic field. The model now accounts for the exact 
hall effect probes used in experimental testing, and characterizes the change along the face of the 
active area of the sensor, which uses the total magnetic flux density to determine an average, as 
opposed the a single point at the center. The used of partitioning based on grain by grain 
transformation has been expanded to control the direction of modeled transformation, and even 
simulate intra-grain transformation which occurs very quickly, but appears to show up in 
experimental results, and now can also be modeled in the computational model. 
Modelling efforts: Work to correlate computational and experimental work concerning the 
magnetic sensing of Fe-SMA transformation was conducted using via tensile loading of Fe-SMA 
wire. A model was developed to simulate a grain by grain transformation of a wire with large 
(4mm) grains along the wire, modeled as partitioned segments. 
This interdisciplinary and collaborative project successfully addresses the challenges associated 
with the design and materials development of low-cost SMAs and their effective application to 
civil structures. Findings of this project identifies and develops a pathway for continued 
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